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The Microsoft AZ-104 exam certification is one of the hottest certification exams in the IT world. The
Microsoft Azure Administrator Exam AZ-104 certification exam has been getting the attention of IT
professionals since its inception. Over this long period, countless Microsoft Azure Administrator
Exam candidates have earned their credentials for the Azure Administrator Associate exam. They
are all doing jobs in different multinational and national companies and pursuing rewarding careers.
They  got  all  these  due  to  only  one  badge  of  the  certification  exam.  The  Microsoft  Azure
Administrator Exam has become one of the best ways for beginners and experienced professionals to
boost their career prospects. Now everyone can use Microsoft Azure Administrator Exam certificate
as a stepping stone to earning higher paid positions and responsibilities. To do this you just need to
enroll in the exam and prepare well and show commitment and dedication to pass the challenging
Microsoft exam with good scores. For the instant and complete Microsoft exam preparation the
valid, updated, and real Microsoft Questions are the ideal choice. You should not ignore it and
must add the valid Azure Administrator Associate exam questions in your preparation.

P2PExams Actual Microsoft AZ-104 Questions
The P2PExams is one of the top-rated and trusted platforms for quick Azure Administrator Associate
AZ-104 exam preparation. On this platform, you will get the real, valid, and updated Microsoft Azure
Administrator Exam practice test questions. These exam questions are also verified by experience
and qualified Microsoft AZ-104 certification exam experts. So rest assured that the exam questions
offered by the P2PExams will provide you with everything that you just need to prepare and pass the
difficult Microsoft certification exam with good scores. The Microsoft Azure Administrator Exam
practice test questions are designed for quick exam preparation. With the AZ-104 Questions you can
make the best Microsoft Azure Administrator Exam preparation strategy and later on working this
strategy you can quickly prepare yourself to crack the challenging Microsoft exam with flying colors.

Microsoft AZ-104 Practice Questions In Three Formats
The Microsoft Azure Administrator Exam practice test questions are being offered in three different
formats. These formats are desktop Microsoft AZ-104 practice test software, Web-based practice
exams,  and Azure  Administrator  Associate  PDF AZ-104 dumps.  All  these  three  types  of  exam
questions  contain  real,  updated,  and  error-free  Microsoft  Azure  Administrator  Exam  practice
questions. The AZ-104 PDF dumps file contains the top-notch AZ-104 practice test that helps you in
Microsoft Azure Administrator Exam preparation and enables you to pass the exam easily. You can
download Microsoft PDF dumps on any device and operating system and start Microsoft AZ-104
exam  preparation  anytime  and  anywhere.  Whereas  the  remaining  two  AZ-104  practice  exam
software are concerned both are the mock Azure Administrator Associate exam that will give you a
real-time Microsoft Azure Administrator Exam environment for preparation.
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certification and start preparation with AZ-104 exam dumps right now. Best of luck!!!
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Question No. 1

You have an Azure virtual machine named VM1 and an Azure key vault named Vault1.

On VM1, you plan to configure Azure Disk Encryption to use a key encryption key (KEK)

You need to prepare Vault! for Azure Disk Encryption.

Which two actions should you perform on Vault1? Each correct answer presents part of the solution.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. Create a new key.
B. Select Azure Virtual machines for deployment
C. Configure a key rotation policy.
D. Create a new secret.
E. Select Azure Disk Encryption for volume encryption

Answer: B, E

Question No. 2

You have an Azure subscription that has the public IP addresses shown in the following table.

You plan to deploy an Azure Bastion Basic SKU host named Bastion.

Which IP addresses can you use for Bastion1?

A. IP1only
B. IP1and IP2 only
C. IP3,1P4, and IPS only
D. IP1,1P2, IP4, and IPS only
E. IP1,1P2,1P3, IP4,and IPS

Answer: B

Question No. 3

You have an Azure subscription that contains the resources shown in the following table.

LB1 is configured as shown in the following table.



You plan to create new inbound NAT rules that meet the following requirements:

* Provide Remote Desktop access to VM1 from the internet by using port 3389.

* Provide Remote Desktop access to VM2 from the internet by using port 3389.

What should you create on LB1 before you can create the new inbound NAT rules?

A. a frontend IP address
B. a backend pool
C. a load balancing rule
D. a health probe

Answer: A

Question No. 4

You deploy Azure virtual machines to three Azure regions.

Each region contains a virtual network. Each virtual network contains multiple subnets peered in a
full mesh topology.

Each subnet contains a network security group (NSG) that has defined rules.

A user reports that he cannot use port 33000 to connect from a virtual machine in one region to a
virtual machine in another region.

Which two options can you use to diagnose the issue? Each correct answer presents a complete
solution.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. Connection troubleshoot
B. Azure Virtual Network Manager
C. IP flow verify DD.
D. effective security rules
E. Azure Monitor Network Insights

Answer: A, C



Question No. 5

You have 15 Azure subscriptions.

You have an Azure AD tenant that contains a security group named Group1.

You plan to purchase additional Azure subscriptions.

You need to ensure that Group1 can manage role assignments for the existing subscriptions and the
planned subscriptions. The solution must meet the following requirements:

* Use the principle of least privilege.

* Minimize administrative effort.

What should you do?

A. Create a new management group and assign Group1 the User Access Administrator role for
the group.
B. Assign Group1 the Owner role for the root management group.
C. Assign Group1 the User Access Administrator role for the root management group.
D. Create a new management group and assign Group1 the Owner role for the group.

Answer: B
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